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There several things that do threaten the future of humanity. The search for new patents for SiNthetic drugs and now for Genetically Modified life forms has the base possibility that one day a compound or a new life form will be developed that could end humanity as a poison or as something that slowly stops procreation. This is an increasing possibility because of the extreme greed that promotes the search for new patents. It is a possibility rapidly becoming a probability that such a cataclysm is possible. Since there is a funded war machine looking for such life forms for war use, it increases in probability daily.

But open warfare is still the largest threat. Hatred, anger, xenophobia, discrimination, all are unchecked and capitalized on by a war machine that makes profit over people.

What if the people of Germany had a way of detecting psychopaths and they could have prevented Hitler from devastating their country.
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Hitler was a latent homosexual with suppressed sexual problems that made him a psychopath.

Most historians have argued that Hitler himself was homosexual or bisexual and was forced to suppress such feelings (from Wikipedia)

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Excess%20Homophobia%20is%20caused%20by%20latent%20secret%20homosexuality(1).pdf
His words and actions were those of a psychopath.

Hitler set Fire to the Reichstag and Lied to Start a War
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And what about Goering?

“Naturally, the common people don’t want war; but after all, it is the leaders of a country who determine the policy, and it is always a simple matter to drag people along whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. This is easy. All you have to do is to tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in every country.”

Hermann Goering, Hitler’s Reich-Marshall at the Nuremberg Trials after WWII
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When arrested Hermann Goering was in drag dressed as his favorite Geisha and he was effeminate.
Napoleon was another little guy with an inferiority complex and repressed sexual feelings.

Caligula, Emperor of Rome, wanted a sex change and declared himself to be a Goddess.

His sexual suppression of feeling made him a Psychopath.

We must accept Diversity and Let People choose their sexual Identity with the Big Head, Not the Little (DICK) Head in order to Save Our Planet.
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Mercury from the Hats made him "Mad as a Hatter"

Harry S. Truman
His Life and Times

Truman and a friend he met in the army started a haberdashery in Downtown, Kansas City. In 1921 unsuccessful Truman filed for bankruptcy.

Only one Laughing Psychopath has ever dropped Atomic Bombs on Women and Children

During his Army Career Truman had a dispute with the men and was jeered as being a Latent Homosexual

IMUNE
International Medical University for Natural Education
Evidence Based Natural Energetic Medicine Education
When Stalin snubbed Truman at Pottstown it made his inferiority complex crazy and he decided to drop two atomic bombs on non war targets with women and children to show Stalin he was a BIG MAN. The act of a Psychopath.

I made the War Crimes trial of Harry S Truman to show the whole story.
THE WAR CRIME trial of Harry S. Truman

It describes the true account of the irrational and illegal events around the dropping of the bomb are brought out of history. True happenings such as that

1. The War was effectively over after the immense fire bombing of Tokyo. There was no army, navy, or air force in Japan. They were teaching women and children to fight with sticks.

2. The United States intercepted a communication confirming that the Japanese wanted to surrender. There was no open diplomatic channel for surrender, if Truman would have just asked the bomb might not be needed.

3. According to the war treaty that the United States had signed, it was illegal to drop a large bomb on a populace without some type of ultimatum. Truman had no military experience and did not want to talk to Japanese. No warning was given. And with no chance for surrender to happen a second atomic bomb was dropped.

4. Hiroshima was not a military target. There was simply refugees, women and children and no military or military manufacturing.

5. Harry Truman had mercury toxicity which aggravated an inferiority complex. His actions of three atmospheric atomic detonations, will kill over two hundred thousand American via cancer from the radioactive fallout.

This movie is not to portray any country or people as heroes or villains. This movie is a psychopath detector.

Psychopaths see no problem in killing. They can easily justify it. The worst of these psychopaths even have no aversion to seeing children die. I have always thought that the best test of a psychopath was if there is no compassion for the children of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, if there is absolutely no sign of any remorse, this is a sign of psychopath.

Some people learn to become psychopaths from hates or culture. They learn bias and discrimination. Bigots are not born they are taught. These psychopaths plant the seed of hatred and the seed grows. We must learn how to detect a psychopath and learn to not have relation with him, he lies. Do not lend him money, he does not care. And whatever you do, do no elect a psychopath. They can only do harm. The loss of trust and respect for Americans started here with the ‘War Crimes of Harry S. Truman’.
So how can we tell someone is a psychopath? It is OK to Glorify Violence. But only Psychopaths glorify killing.

Test of Psychopathology

Test Of Psychopathology

**No** = 0  **Maybe** = 1  **Yes** = 2 points

First question- Do you wish to kill your enemies?

Second question- Is it OK to kill children or risk children to hurt the enemy?
Test Of Psychopathology

No = 0  Maybe = 1  Yes = 2 points

[1] Is he glib and superficially charming?
[2] Does he have a grandiose sense of self-worth?
[3] Is he a pathological liar?
[4] Is he a con artist or master manipulator?
[5] When he harms other people, does he feel a lack of remorse or guilt?
[6] Does he have a shallow affect?
[7] Is he callous and lacking in empathy?
[8] Does he always reject responsibility for his own failures and blame them on others?

If Score over 10 then be Afraid

No care or remorse for Killing children is the hallmark of a Psychopath.
Psychopaths can display

- superficial charm, insincerity, egocentricity, manipulativeness;
- grandiosity, self-focused, lack of empathy for others, exploitativeness, independence;
- perfectionism, excessive devotion to work, rigidity, stubbornness, dictatorial tendencies.

These traits can enable individuals to rise quickly through the ranks to positions of power and influence—but without making any friends along the way. They will tend to be regarded as workplace bullies.

The accumulating evidence suggests that at least some psychopaths can do very well in organisational settings. They have been identified working successfully as senior managers, politicians, doctors, psychiatrists and scientists to name but a few!
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All Corporations are by Definition Psychopathic

the Corporation

a film by Mark Achbar, Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan

IMUNE

International Medical University for Natural Education

Evidence Based Natural Energetic Medicine Education
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That self-absorbed psychopath and I got back together.

Misunderstood, ANGRY SOUL
Suppressed and Repressed Sexual Feelings
Makes Them Seaparte from Self and Society
PSYCHOPATH
Most of them are not easily Detected But ask Your Boyfriend or Husband to hold your Purse for a min

INFERIORITY COMPLEX
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"Sure, I'm a criminal psychopath, but look at all the jobs I created!"

Desire' Proved to the World that the Choice of Sexual Identity is a Choice for the Big Head NOT the Little Head

Too Many Americans think with their dicks to begin with
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Psychopaths come in two varieties:
1. Psychopaths who are incarcerated for criminal acts and
2. Psychopaths who may never be incarcerated or caught for their criminal activities.

They May Be Elected to be President or ?

IRAQ

AMERICAN PSYCHO
A GEORGE W. BUSH FILM

SNAKES IN SUITS
WHEN PSYCHOPATHS GO TO WORK

Paul Babiak, Ph.D. & Robert D. Hare, Ph.D.
It is a human instinct for most to glorify violence. This is true especially for the male brain. I say male brain because the issue of sexuality and sexual identity is decided in the brain. Many women have male brains and many men have female brains. Everyone has some instinct for violence. This ranges from obsession of watching, thinking, and practicing violence to the other extreme of hating and disdaining violence. Some people live and even work with violence every day. Some hate it and quiver at the sound of it. They even hate people to talk loud. But even they have instincts of self-defense and some tiny bit of violence. Violence is an instinct of self-preservation. The brain development and thus hormonal preferences determine the amount of violence a person likes.
But people also have an instinct against killing. Specially killing innocent children is instinctually wrong. When there is a sporting show let’s say the game between the Cleveland Browns and the Pittsburgh Steelers, violence is naturally glorified. The harder the hits the more the crowd loves it. People pay lots of money and pay lots of attention to glorify the violence. It is extreme how much our society loves to glorify violence. But if suddenly one of the Steelers is down, the crowd goes quiet. There is a strong instinct in normal humans against killing. In one second a person goes from kill the bums screaming at the other team; to Oh My God he might be dead. Everyone thinks oh we have gone too far. Everyone but the psychopaths in the audience, who think kill him, Kill Him, KILL HIM, KILL HIM. One person in twenty is not wired normally. They have no appreciation of instinct to disdain killing. In the extreme they do not even disdain the killing of children. They are psychopaths. The crowd goes quiet. And the psychopath want to yell die, die, Die, DIE.
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But his instinct to not go against the crowd overcomes his love of violence and killing. The instinct to follow a crowd is strong, and many psychopaths are excellent in covering their lack of compassion and follow the crowd. When the instinct to follow the crowd is gone with the instinct to disdain killing then this person is going to be a social outcast and probably spend his life in jail. Complete lack of internal instinctual respect for social moirés. Imagine a place with hundreds of these people, that is prison.

It is OK to glorify violence but not to Glorify killing. In the football game, all grow quiet. None would want to step forward and yell die. But when a Palestinian shoots a bomb over at the Israelis and he says to a local bar I killed 3 children, the bar says great next time kill more. The Israelis have psychopaths also and they bomb back and celebrate or ignore the killing of children. There are psychopaths on both sides. When the killing is removed there is more openness for psychopaths. Who else would send the bomb in the first place, but a psychopath? When the people in the bar of psychopaths reward his actions we get more and more bombs. People will increase behaviors that are rewarded. People decrease behaviors that are ignored.

The problem in the Mideast and elsewhere is letting psychopaths reward killing. Or a worse problem is to elect a psychopath to important office. Some people reward killing of children to incite wars for money, for property, some just because they are psychopaths. We should not elect psychopaths to office. If a person could be honestly tested to see if he disdains killing of children it would help all of us to know. My movie on the War Crimes Trial of Harry S. Truman is such a test. If you think that the dropping of a nuclear bomb on a non-military target with no warning or ultimatum populated by just innocent women and children was OK, it is a sign that you have psychopathic tendencies.

If our society can reward the basic instinct to disdain killing of children and ignore the ranting rewards from psychopaths, we could end the killing, reduce the wars. Psychopaths are the problem. They can mask themselves and hide. We must find a way not to be effected by their efforts. Some people can become temporary psychopaths. They can become bitter from the senseless death of a loved one, or the loss of property. They can join the chant KILL, KILL, KILL. But if given a gun and a chance to end a child’s life, they human instinct comes out and they can’t do it. But the true psychopath can.
It is OK to Glorify Violence but only a Psychopath Glorifies Killing.

Most people are wired so that if a bad guy in a movie holds a child as a shield, most of us will think do not fire do not hurt the child. We have that as a basic instinct to not want to hurt a child. The psychopath does not have such wiring. He thinks shoot the child it is just a thing.
There are Basic Modules of Human Instinctual Innate Morality

The incredible Bio-Diversity of Humans

People have human instincts in several areas. But there is incredible biodiversity in the amount of these instincts people have. People vary. There are extremists on both poles of every issue of morality. Some are excessively free, some are excessively controlled. People develop a level of morality in each of the following moral topics. The choice of level they choose comes from a mixture of nature and nurture. So there is an inborn tendency towards a preference and of course we are taught ways of being from our parents and others.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKCx7MSVNyU  Understanding Human Behavior Part 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoLoi4iPkJ  Understanding Human behavior Part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OMMFxHgU2U  Understanding part 3 (powers of the mind)
Everybody has inborn innate instincts in these areas:

1. To Care for self and others / not Harm self or others

2. Right vs. Wrong- (do not cause suffering to others)

3. Loyalty to Tribes -- (Innate need to cheer for the Home team or to belong to the home team, national pride)

4. Respect for Authority-- (taught to obey our parents, we then need to have a set of rules and a set of authorities to enforce these rules)

5. Purity -- (we all have some respect for and we are endeared to Purity, Innocence, Modesty, and Virtue versus risk takers, provocative people, exhibitionists, rebellious daredevils, or over sexed maniacs)

6. Juxtaposition - Laughter, Genius

7. Fear versus Vision—

8. Optimistic versus Pessimistic

   1. To Care for self and others / not Harm self or others

The Secret to Health and Wellness is to CARE
if not for yourself then for your loved ones if not that then just care about anything, but CARE
2. Right vs. Wrong- (do not cause suffering to others)
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3. Loyalty to Tribes -- (Innate need to cheer for the Home team or to belong to the home team, national pride) 2 and 3 can be confused easily as RT v wrong is replaced by loyalty

4. Respect for Authority-- (taught to obey our parents, we then need to have a set of rules and a set of authorities to enforce these rules)
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Authority figures are seldom very intelligent, they are often the most judgemental of people. And once they get a thought it is hard to dislodge. But fear is unwarranted for the intelligent mind.

They often become authority figures to compensate for lack of open mindedness and intelligence, so they want to control what they can not understand.

Fear of Authority breeds antimosity, love, cooperation, sincerity and truth are much better tools to use, this and only this can bring about change.

5. Purity -- (we all have some respect for and we are endeared to Purity, Innocence, Modesty, and Virtue versus risk takers, provocative people, exhibitionists, rebellious daredevils, or over sexed maniacs)

In Relations,
The greatest gift you can give another is the purity of your attention
6. Juxtaposition - Laughter, Genius, a need for an altered state of consciousness or a release from the standard. (Laughter is a way to see someone downgraded and release tension. The best sign of mental health is to be able to laugh at one’s self. Laughter and Genius are just ways to see things differently. There is a need to be able to sometimes shift consciousness. Everyone can laugh and juxtaposition some do it quite often and are funny people others do it quite un-often are we call them sticks in the mud)
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Fear versus Vision— Some people are afraid of loss or failure more than others they fear loss and seek to minimize risk. Others are bolder and they fear mediocrity, they try to maximize gain. Often the fearful ones are afraid of big personalities that do too many things. Motivation determines perception. And the fearful cannot see risky behaviors that the bold engage in every day. Albert Einstein said that great spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre minds. This might be what he was talking about.
8. Optimistic versus Pessimistic

About half of the population genetically makes enough or more serotonin than needed and they can see the glass as half full. The other half genetically does not make enough serotonin and they see the glass as half empty. This means that in any given political issue there are about fifty percent in favor and fifty percent opposed. There is a biological base for those who tend towards depression or those who tend towards mania. But also there is learned behavior and conditioning to be reckoned with.
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All except psychopaths agree on 1+2, liberals more on 1+2 while much less on 3,4+5. Conservatives more on 3,4,5. Liberals develop little respect for respect for authority and purity. They tend to always feel that the authorities are wrong. This is a mistake. A compassionate professional authority is needed. Conservatives have excess respect for authority and purity. Conservatives have a hard time believing that the authorities could be corrupt. Sometimes they follow the authorities of their tribe blindly. Liberals and conservatives often differ on point 7.

Liberals like laughter especially at the expense of the authority figure. Conservatives have less of a sense of humor, especially at the expense of the authority figure. All of this points to the fact that there is a great amount of bio-diversity in humans. This gives us all kinds.

Some humans are born with no level of morals; some are made into a deficiency by the pains of life. These immoral people are the psychopaths governed by their reptilian brains. When such a person can mask his lack of compassion well enough to be elected then our society is in trouble, but conservatives will support him anyway.

What has happened is that there is truly a compassionate professional competent authority. So the liberals need to gain respect, while always keeping an eye on the authorities. Conservatives must all agree that vigil is always needed to manage the authorities. However there is a corruption of a few from greed, anger, arrogance or delusion of false beliefs that has indeed compromised the authorities. Liberals and conservative must join to end the corruption and expose the psychopaths. Behind it all is the problem of mankind.
These eight common moralities of humans are the core of social morality. There is a great amount of variance in the amount of moral issues we all have. Some people will use these morals against us. They will manipulate greed, tribal clinging, xenophobia, fear, anger and manipulate our false beliefs. It is a constant vigil to protect our human rights.
You are given a choice of a Dem Ass kissing Greedy Sell Out. Or a Rep Dumbo Greedy Sell Out. Either way you do not vote on important issues.

To do any of the above eight task we need to make judgments.

We all need to teach our children how to judge things. They need to be taught what to eat want not to eat. For the most basic above modalities #1, #2 to live and right versus wrong our children must be taught to judge. We have to teach our children not to eat off of the floor and just put anything into the mouth.

As they grow older we want them to learn to not be over judgmental. We try to teach them to be free and make their own choices so they can live free on their own. It is a balance point of freedom versus conformity. Everyone has their own line of taste.

We need to teach them to judge things. We all have an inbuilt sense of purity and we try to cultivate it in our children. The instinct of virtue, purity covered #5 is of importance to protect our children. We teach them about being sexually pure to get and keep a good mate and increase the chances of happiness.

We try to teach them not to go away with strangers. We try to teach them how to pick good friends not bad ones. We try to instill good values and good family values. They should learn to love their neighbor as themselves, and the golden rule. Do not unto others what you do not want done to you. And first they need to love themselves and this is very often overlooked.

Everything is a balance act. Too much or too little is a problem. As Benjamin Franklin once said “moderation in all things” and the Buddha said take the middle path.

We are all sexual beings and many like Freud said that our sexuality is the guiding factor. I don’t believe it is the top factor but it is in the top five or at least the top ten for most of us.
We try to teach our female children to not be too sexual. We tell them the dangers of how a bad reputation will harm their chances of finding a mate. We scare them with the reality of sexually transmitted disease. As their sexuality blossoms we are terrified with the risks of going too far.

In the Mid East the fear of overt sexuality having deleterious effects on men is controlled by covering up the women. Her sexuality is a danger and a distraction so they cover it up and remove it from sight. To us it seems over reactive but to them a way of life. Women are often mutilated and their clitoris removed or disfigured to stop them from wanting sex and prevent the risk of hurting a man. This is an extreme position on topic number 5, Purity.

The opposite extreme is promiscuity. Too open sexuality creates many dangers for individuality and for our society. God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for being too extreme in this area. And until today anal sex is called Sodomy. Balance and moderation are the keys. Younger and younger children are having sex and our society is pushing to the limits of extreme again.
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Sexuality is a key basis for human existence. We need to feel sexual and free while balancing good taste. But taste is a widely variant choice. What is pure and tasteful for people varies outrageously. Everyone tries to impose their levels of taste onto others and this can create yet another problem.
We all are given Programmed Inhibition. We have to be programmed with inhibitions to protect us. Our parents, teachers and even our friends all program us with when to stop. Some of us are liberal daredevils, exhibitionists, masochistic, and rebellious crazies. While some of us are conservative, dull, pedantic, unadventurous timid, safe seeking prudes. It takes all kinds as we say. Most of the problems come from extremist on either side thinking that their way is the right way and why can’t everyone be like them. Some people get mad and express it.
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"I'm as mad as hell and I'm not going to take this anymore!"

Let me have my toaster, my TV my steel-belted radials.

I'm a HUMAN BEING my life has VALUE

http://indavideo.hu/video/Network Fair Use Remake
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Others are meek and timid.

Everyone has the right to be what they want to be. This is what we call a free society. Everyone has the right of expression to criticize others and try to get others to see their side. Our society draws the line at hurting people. We should not do things too extreme and we should never put another at risk or cause undo suffering. Sexual paintings or provocative art should not be pushed onto people but the factors of free choice are to be considered. So our society recognizes that it cannot get rid of or dismiss porn but it should be available to adults who consent to its use.

So with this in mind my books on health and life that have excessive nudity and provocative sexuality will be marked so for freedom of choice and an alternative book made when possible.

The programmed inhibitions our parents teach us are almost always excessively reserved. Our parent over teach to protect us, but then we gradually soften our inhibitions with the help of our friends and
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we grow up. Until we can get over Programmed Inhibition about sexuality instilled at an early age we do not really grow up. Life is broadening and challenging beliefs and finding out that some of our beliefs are false. False beliefs need changing.

It is a false belief that your sexual identity is best chosen by your penis or lack of it. Your sexual identity is a choice made in the brain. A choice best made after the age of 20. The brain has two parts of right and left and the corpus callosum that connects them is the largest set of nerve fibers in the body. It does not fully myelinate or become totally functional till you are past 20. Till then you cannot completely know yourself and should not make a life choice of sexual ID or of life Vocation. And still either is a choice that can change throughout life. Small minds hate choice. Larger minds encourage and defend choice.
Some people fear numbers, some fear words. There is incredible variance in people. Numbers are needed to solve problems and to perform logic. Most alternative practitioners fear numbers.
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BASIC MATH
Because the difference between six and five can be very damned important.
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Be Rational

Get Real

MATH JOKES
If you get them, you probably don’t have any friends.
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INSIDE THE BRAIN OF A REPUBLICAN!!

HE BELIEVES THE VRY FOUNDATION OF HIS OWN MARRIAGE IS THREATENED BY GAY MARRIAGES IN MASSACHUSETTS

HE BELIEVES IN SMALLER GOVERNMENT EXCEPT WHEN A REPUBLICAN PRESIDENT EXPANDS GOVERNMENT

HE BELIEVES THAT CUTTING TAXES INCREASES GOVERNMENT REVENUE

HE THINKS WE SHOULD IMPose TARIFFS AND GET OUT OF THE UN

HE WANTS DRUG ADDICTS THROWN IN JAIL UNLESS THEY ARE TALK RADIO HOSTS

HE WANTS TO DEAGRICULATE CORPORATIONS AND BRAG ABOUT WINNING REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS

HE WANTS TO KICK ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS OUT (EXCEPT FOR THE ONES THAT OWN HIS HOUSE AND MOW HIS LAWN)

HE BELIEVES THAT TRADE WITH VIETNAM AND CHINA IS GOOD BUT TRADE WITH IRAQ IS BAD

HE THINKS A PRESIDENT SHOULD BE IMPEACHED FOR LYING ABOUT GEX BUT NOT FOR LYING ABOUT IRAQ

LIBERALITUS DEMOCRATUS

FRONTAL LOBE: THE PART OF THE BRAIN THAT TELLS AN OTHERWISE RATIONAL PERSON THAT PEOPLE SHOULD PAY MORE TAXES

GOT SCAR IN 1984 FROM FLYING PENNY LOOPER AT A NUCLEAR REAGAN RALLY

ALL THATS LEFT OF PENNYTAIL

NOT RELIGIOUS BUT ONCE SAW GOD DURING A REALLY BAD ACID TRIP

LIPS USED TO KISS MICHAEL MOORES FEET

Hears ONLY LIBS ON FOX NEWS AND 100% OBJECTIVITY ON NPR

CHOSE NOT TO HAVE CHILDREN SHOWS AFFECTION BY HUGGING TREES

THINKS CLINTON HAS CHARACTER

DESPITE BEING HIGHLY EDUCATED STILL CAN'T DECIDE WHEN LIFE BEGINS

www.caglecartoons.com
Extremism is the problem. We need to be considerate of others and work together.

The law in Ontario, Canada last year was changed to allow topless in public.

Nipple fear is a sexist discrimination and maltreatment of women. The public fear about them is that a sexually insecure person or the mentally unstable person would not know how to handle them and might lose control. So they should not be shown in public where a mentally unstable or sexual insecure person on the street could see them. In a book, if you don’t like it you put it down. Most places have restraints on the public but not in books. Pornography is defined as:

*The representation in books, magazines, photographs, films, and other media of scenes of sexual behavior that are erotic or lewd and are designed to arouse sexual interest. There are many grey areas. The material that clearly is sexually explicit in many contexts today: in particular, is audio, written or visual representations of sexual acts (e.g., sexual intercourse, oral sex) and exposed body parts (e.g., the vagina, anus and penis—especially the erect penis).*

*Obscenity is defined best by the legal Roth test for obscenity is “whether to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to a prurient [lewd or lustful] interest. Since now by law it is illegal to discriminate against people for their sexual orientation, it is illegal to apply a standard to a transsexual different from a woman.”*
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Americans Live in Fear of Humiliation

In America the number one fear is not of death but of public speaking or of being humiliated. Irrational and illogical fears abound. Homophobia is an irrational fear. What are you afraid of? Answer only humiliation, you are afraid people will think you are homosexual if you talk to one. For many Homophobia is more important than anything. The fear they have over being associated and thus humiliated is greater than any other emotion. For some men you could put gasoline on their children. Ask them to carry a woman’s purse on the street or you will light the kids on fire and for some men the irrational inane rear of homophobia and humiliation they associate with it and some men will say goodbye kids. The fear is not homophobia. The homosexual will not hurt you or pillage your village. Perhaps he will redecorate your village but not hurt you.

The fear is being humiliated by someone thinking you are homosexual. Thus sexual insecurity, discrimination, illegal bias, false beliefs, become a way of life.

There is the belief that homosexuals are less in some way than others. The intellectual people have seen that this is not true, and laws have been past to stop the hurtful discrimination. Laws are designed to end this foolishness. But the false belief that homosexuals are inferior persists, When just the opposite is true. Some of the most productive and important people in the history of our world and today have differing sexual ideation. Julius Cesar, Leonardo Da Vinci, J Edgar Hoover and millions more are all known cross dressers and have differing sexual ideation. In fact studies have shown the homosexuals are more law abiding, more fruitful at work, smarter, healthier, cleaner, and make more productive citizens than quote heterosexuals. There is no evidence that they are less in any way. It is a false belief that they are less.

Seven to ten % of our population is born left handed. It just happens. The choice of your handedness takes place in your brain not your hand. We call this cross dominance preference of handedness. Long ago our society killed left handed people. They were different.

There are many colloquial terms used to refer to a left-handed person, e.g. "southpaw" or "goofy" (USA). Some are just slang or jargon words, while other references may be offensive or demeaning, either in context or in origin (e.g. the British "cack-handed" meaning you wipe your ass with the left hand not eat with it). In more technical contexts, 'sinistral or sinister' may be used in place of 'left-handed' and 'sinistrality' in place of 'left-handedness'. Both of these technical terms derive from sinestra, a Latin word meaning 'left'. Left hand shakes are a sign of disrespect because in the old days this was the hand used to wipe your ass with. There are 10 places in the Bible where they demean the left handed. Being different is not evil.

The invention of toilet paper helped to put an end to the false belief that left handed people are bad. Toilet paper, soap and water and sanitation helped to stop the diseases from the anus. And society went on to limit the false belief that the cross difference people are bad. Anti-discrimination laws got past.

Seven to ten % of our population is born with cross gender ideas. It just happens. The choice of your sexual identity takes place in your brain not your penis or lack of one. We call this cross dominance preference of sexual identity.
Today some parts of our society still our society kills cross gender ideation people. They were different. The choice of your sexual identity takes place in your brain not your genitals.

The invention of condoms helped to put an end to the false belief that left handed people are bad. Condoms, soap and water and sanitation helped to stop the diseases from the anus. And society went on to limit the false belief that the cross difference people are bad.

Seven to ten % of our population is born with cross gender ideas but only 2% live it. The fear of humiliation drives over 5% of our society to repress and suppress their feelings and their true nature. The 2% that live it are still hated and feared by most of our society. But the over 5% that repress their feelings will hate the homosexual the most. They will be violently angry at any display and they will seek to end any and all such displays with even violence. The sexual insecurity of the society is at excessive levels.

At the core is the fear of humiliation of being different. Antiquated social views on homosexuality are taught everyday in the schools. Not in the classroom, but in the schoolyard. Here homophobia is at its height. And in America children are tortured physically, mentally, emotionally to levels rivaling the holocaust. An everyday event that makes children homophobic and unable to deal with their own feelings. Children forced into choices that limit their mental development forever. Fear, confusion, distrust, apprehension, anxiety, pressure to conform, trepidation, suspicions, violence, rejection all driven deep into our children daily.

These children grow up with confusion, distrust, apprehension, anxiety, pressure to conform, trepidation, suspicions, violence, rejection and irrational fear all driven deep into their hearts. This is to such an extent that there is nothing more important than defending sexual insecurity
and homophobia. Sexual insecurity increases susceptibility to peer pressure. To prove they belong to a group the children will do things they know they shouldn’t, such as smoking.

Nobody takes a first cigarette without the body trying to tell you not to. The body says no by coughing, sneezing, distaste, wincing. But the insecure person’s insecurity makes them conform. Smokers will not want to accept the truth that insecurity led them to smoke, but it is 99.999% true. Emotional insecurity, immaturity and stupidity all are the cause of smoking.

Smoking is an intelligence test and a test of emotional insecurity.
HERO COMPLEX

First Let’s Review.

Test Of Psychopathology

No = 0  Maybe = 1  Yes = 2 points

First question—Do you wish to kill your enemies?

Second question—Is it OK to kill children or risk children to hurt the enemy?

Test Of Psychopathology

No = 0  Maybe = 1  Yes = 2 points

[1] Is he glib and superficially charming?
[2] Does he have a grandiose sense of self-worth?
[3] Is he a pathological liar?
[4] Is he a con artist or master manipulator?
[5] When he harms other people, does he feel a lack of remorse or guilt?
[6] Does he have a shallow affect?
[7] Is he callous and lacking in empathy?
[8] Does he always reject responsibility for his own Failures and Blame them on Others?

If Score over 10 then be Afraid

As we have said one person in 20 or so is a hero who will fight and die for what is right. The Hero will never risk a child needlessly.
Test Of Hero Complex

No = 0  Maybe = 1  Yes = 2 points

[1] Is he glib and superficially charming?
[2] Does he have a grandiose sense of self-worth?
[3] Is he always finding major problems to solve?
[4] Is he a master manipulator?
[5] When he harms other people, does he feel excessive remorse, guilt, and apologize endlessly?
[6] Does he have a grand affect?
[7] Is he overemphatic and tries to feel everyone?
[8] Does he have intense desire to help others. Is he compulsive to help make their world right.

If Score over 10 then you want to be a hero
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What are you doing today?

Nothing much. Just some math tutoring, setting up my friend’s online business, organizing some guy’s files in alphabetical order, cleaning my sister’s room... and giving you a back massage.

A HERO COMPLEX

AT THE DICHOTOMOUS HERO COMPLEX

WE WERE SUPPOSED TO MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE.

Made with MyBannerMaker.com
Evils of the Weapons Sales

In the movie “Judgment at Nuremberg” Spencer Tracy tells us that by rights of law anywhere in the world the responsibility for murder is shared by the person who sells the weapons just as much as the user. We seem to forget this idea all too often and let people sell weapons far too easy.

Right Livelihood is not selling weapons, drugs, or People as Slaves
Maybe it is time for us to make games where the enemy is the true enemy of mankind the Ultra-Rich evil weapons manufacturers.
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Find the Ultra Rich PsychoPath Greedy Guys and Kill Them

We can end War if we let these Rich Assholes know we ain't gonna take it
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"Let's get the Ultra Rich before they Start another War!"

WAR

GOOD FOR FEW

BAD FOR MOST
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We must find a way to stop the power of these rich psychopaths to make and provoke war.
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Real Psychopaths

Psychopaths.
Maybe they really DON'T look like the rest of us.

Shave the head and remove all indications of Femininity

They are brutal to women, they lie, they steal, they do not care about others, they can not deal with the female within + it drives them mad
What If

After the fire napalm bombing and complete destruction of every building in Tokyo the war with Japan was over. The Japanese were ready to surrender. The Russian were scheduled to invade Japan on Aug 7. Stalin had snubbed Truman and his Inferiority Complex made him try to prove he was a BIG man to the Russians.

Harry S Truman laughed like a mad hatter when he announced to the world the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He said it was the best day in history when without warning or treaty bound ultimatum he dropped two bombs on helpless women and children. The atmospheric detonations of Atomic bombs ordered by Truman changed the planet, filling the Earth’s atmosphere with radioactive fallout. Cancer rose quickly.

Truman Killed FAR More Americans than Japanese with the Fallout.
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Proof that The Media Covers-up Stories That expose Ultra-Rich Deciet + Corruption

In 1996 Desire’ (then Bill) was beaten + held Captive by a pedophile gang in Romania. Bill was to die on that table, while Desire’ found the strength and force of will to Fight on. Desire’ escaped naked into the night.

French Inspector Jambier interviews Desire’. The Romanian pedophile site is raided. Because of this Raid, a computer is found with Data that leads to Marc Dutroux, the so-called Monster of Belgium. Inspector Jambier will be found dead of a gunshot 1996, and it will be called suicide. Later after extracting the body in 2004 there are 2 bullets in the brain. It was murder.

When first arrested Marc Dutroux is let free, even though there are 4 dead bodies in his house. The people of Belgium go mad and in the "White Parade" they shout "No More". Dutroux is rearrested, but no judge wants to try him for his connections to the Ultra-Rich Pedophile Gang might expose the URPG.

White Parade to Stop the Crimes

From 1996 till 2004 I shot the movie to tell my part of the story and get out truth.

In Dutroux’s Trial, 2004 Arlon, I rent a 350 seat theater to show the 1,300 plus Press the Marc Dutroux movie. There is much interest from the journalists. Court over at 5, movie at 7:30

None Will Come, Not One of the Press would watch our Movie. One man from RTL said we know it is true but we will lose our jobs to watch it.
The Atmospheric detonation of three A-bombs by Harry S Truman with his War Crimes and subsequent atmospheric testing results in this pattern of radiation fallout exposure. And the Cancer death toll rises as we see proof that Harry Truman killed more Americans with the bomb than Japanese.
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After the atmospheric A-Bombs of Psychopath Truman the world orders Atmosphere test illegal, too many people died from Trumans inferiority Complex

In a land or water surface burst, heat vaporizes large amounts of earth or water, which is drawn up into the radioactive cloud. This material becomes radioactive when it condenses with fission products and other radiotoxins that have become neutron-activated. Most of the isotopes in the table below mostly decay into the isotopes that many people are more familiar with. Some radiation would taint large amounts of land and drinking water causing formal mutations throughout animal and human life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>91Sr</th>
<th>92Sr</th>
<th>95Zr</th>
<th>99Mo</th>
<th>106Ru</th>
<th>105Sb</th>
<th>132Te</th>
<th>133Te</th>
<th>137Cs</th>
<th>140Ba</th>
<th>151La</th>
<th>144Ce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refractory index</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New radioactive minerals in all of our bodies thanks to Harry-mad hatter-Turman
The psychopaths Hitler and Truman left scars on our humanity.

I wonder if men didn’t think with their *dick* how the world would be today. Uhmmm

The World Would be a Better Place if We Thought with the Big Head more and the Little Head Less.

In a World of Dick-Heads the Work of Someone Thinking with the Big Head is very refreshing.
What would have happened to our society if we would have been able to see the acts of a psychopath and say please do not kill children so easily? What if people instead of blindly following psychopaths could see the consequences of their actions? What would have happened to our society if Hitler would have been deposed and replaced by a civil minded civilized leader? Well we would have a different world. Let’s look.
This would make the Ultra-Rich share and it would stop fear of being thrown out into the street. People would stop living and acting in fear of total loss and thus be more positive to helping others.

When the poor are less disgusting it would be easier for people to help them.
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Farms of the future
Low-Energy Water Desalination From Seawater Greenhouse

uses seawater to cool and humidify the air that ventilates the greenhouse and sunlight to distill fresh water from seawater. This enables the year round cultivation of high value crops that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to grow in hot, arid (conditions).

The overall process produces water at the energy cost of less than 3kWh/m³. I can think of 326 million trillion reasons to get excited about this solution! For more information on the Seawater Greenhouse visit www.seawatergreenhouse.com.
Converting the deserts into gardens, for food, carbon absorption and oxygen production.
Food, energy, natural medicine, could be abundant. Oxygen – Carbon dioxide problems could be reduced.
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The World does not have just a Carbon excess problem, but an Oxygen deficiency problem. Plants are the solution!

Problem
The World's Problem is too much Carbon Dioxide + too little Oxygen.

Solution
The Solution is Plants

According to Quantum-Electro-Dynamics, plants take CO₂ and convert it to O₂. We must encourage and all plants, stop wasting good farm land anywhere, use our deserts to develop large desalination sites that use the sun to desalinate sea water and use the water to grow plants HYDROPONICALLY.

In the Garden of Eden the Serpent tempted the woman and the man. They gained knowledge, but lost innocence.

Mankind has developed many false beliefs based on the promise of this knowledge. These false beliefs have jeopardized the planet. False beliefs such as synthetic drugs and foods, that petroleum should be our fuel, alternative medicine, tobacco, dextrose sugar, meat as a staple food, unequal education to keep minorities down, the survival of the fittest, and that the media is real and unbiased. In fact these false beliefs make money and greed become uncontrollable. Money is a drug.

Now at the time of change, an Angel of both sexes will tempt the serpent. The serpent is the base lizard brain in all humans. This lizard brain is the source of anger, hate, aggression, greed, and the delusion and clinging to false beliefs that make money and threaten the very existence of human life on this planet. The Angel will defeat the greed and delusion of the lizard brain and lead humanity to a thousand years of peace harmony, freedom from excess degenerative disease, excess greed, discrimination, and inequality.

The Angel will return us to the Garden of Eden.

1. We must stop the over consumption of meat and switch to the more healthy fruits and vegetables. Wake up people's minds.
2. Switch from fossil fuel to Bio-fuels and Bio-mass fuels.
3. Limit petro-synthetic chemical production and use organic chemicals from plants such as sugar or herbs.
4. Use dextrose sugar for Batteries, and fructose sugar for foods.
5. Use more Natural Medicine by changing the law to not just protect Patents but to protect Natural Recipes and Natural Made Medicines.
6. Stop the Dangers of GM0s to destroy the balance.

Click to see what the press won't show you!
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Return to the Farm with high tech skills. Finding the psychopaths would reduce violence to women.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE STOP
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Colonies on the moon
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**Space flight to the planets and the stars.**
The social Problems could be solved with Equal Economic Education and if people could be taught to recognize child killers and sexually repressed and Latent Homosexual Homophobics. The world would be a different place.

17 Trillion dollars is spent on new War Weapons every Year, This is 30,000 dollars for each person on the Planet enough to end world hunger+poverty

Congress increased the Nuclear Bomb Budget 15% because we have enough bombs to destroy the Planet 1000 times and the Nuclear Bomb People say it is not enough.

We need more A-bombs to fight terrorists in rental cars, or rioters in the Streets Obama tries to end A-Bombs but congress votes for more from pressure of Lobbyists
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The 455 richest entities in the world control almost 90% of the World’s Wealth and they pay a very small tax percent.

If they paid the normal Tax percent normal people do in Europe, all of the World's Children would have an Equal and Quality Education and Poverty Free Life.

This would End Discrimination and Poverty.
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Religion has actually convinced people that there’s an invisible man, living in the sky, who watches everything you do every minute of every day of your life. And he has a list of ten things he does not want you to do. And if you do any, any, of these ten things, he has a special place full of fire and smoke and ash and torture where he will send you to suffer and burn and scream and cry forever and ever until the end of time!

...But he loves you.

He loves you and he needs money!

- George Carlin
But most people are followers.

One person in twenty is a Psychopath

One person in twenty is a Hero who will Fight for What is Right

The rest of the Masses just get along by going along. They will follow a Psychopath or a Hero, they just want to go along
Experiments verify the nature of the biodiversity of humans. Most people just want to get along, work, play, eat, drink, dance, relax, and be happy. Only a few want to be in control. Some of them want to be in control for good reasons some for bad reasons, some just to be in control.

This powerful true story shows us that 1 in 20 is a psychopath, 1 in 20 is a hero, the rest are followers who go along to get along.
Most people do not have the intellect to decide what is right and wrong. They blindly follow leaders who wear the right shirts, drive the right cars, and say the right things. Ask people why they vote and you will be surprised by what you hear. And it is seldom that the politician is intelligent or does not want to kill children. People have an instinct for right and wrong but not often the intellect to really decide. To many times people are led to believe if we go to war and fight the evil people we will prosper. The young testosterone rich men foolishly fight against difference, older people are intolerant and society diverts money and lives to fighting useless wars.
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"Follow me and I will protect you from the Evil people different from you"

Some Leaders are Heroes who Care some are Psychopaths who Need Repair

Some are born to lead some are born to follow

Where We Going?
We don't Know we're Following You
We'll follow anyone
Don't Follow him, Follow me
Psychological Cure for the Planet Earth

Well the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers.

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War Industry are exempt from law and they kill, injure, maim and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and dominate medicine to further build their profits.

Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small minded media. The Ultra-Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees and hears all things we say, write, and do. Rights of Privacy are gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech. The Ultra-Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories that expose or offend the Ultra-Rich Power. They control every movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio, everything that is put on the world news. They use science and psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.

But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine. There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine. IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural medicine and how to break free from the Ultra-Rich control.

The Ultra-Rich have constantly stolen, diverted and stripped away the wealth of the world. There are clever greedy psychopaths and psychopathic corporations that constantly manipulate more and more and slowly they snip away from the poor. The top one percent of the world’s richest families owns more than the poorest 60% and this gets worse every day.
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The Ultra-Rich want to make more and make slaves of the masses. Not indentured servants washing their cars but addicted minions working at jobs to buy their fix from the Ultra-Rich. The Ultra-Rich start the addiction process with Big Sugar. Big white processed dextrose sugar has a high glycemic index. This means it makes your blood sugar climb producing a state of slight euphoria and then the blood sugar drops leaving you tired and craving more sugar to get the feeling back. All of our holidays are sugar holidays when Big Sugar sells the most and since the sugar causes the immune system to drop the cold and flu season follows each sugar holiday.

Next Big Tobacco comes along to capitalize on the emotional insecurity of youth. The cigarette does no good for the body and your body tries to reject your first use, but it is addictive. You only start because you are emotionally insecure and you want to impress someone or be like someone because you do not like yourself. Big Tobacco capitalizes on your insecurity and gets you hooked. Then Big Tobacco diverts and controls the law. It is illegal for a 12 year old to smoke. It is reckless endangerment and willful neglect to let a child smoke, but the law, the police, the officers of the court all look away and this crime goes unpunished or even cared about. Big tobacco has you addicted and few insecure children can resist.

Now Big Sugar and Big Tobacco get you sick. Both are known and proven disease causing agents. You start with sore throats, ear ache, coughs, itch, or a host of small diseases and run to the doctor or pharmacist. Big Pharma has made sure that synthetic medicines await you. Synthetic compounds are patentable and the investors get return on investment. Natural medicines are not so protected and thus are not of interest to the money makers. All synthetic compounds are an insult to the body. They are not natural to the body and they do not do the entire functions natural agent do so they cause side effects. The side effects can build and make more disease. The synthetics offer no cure only palliation. In other words it makes addiction. You are not depressed because you are Prozac deficient. You do not have cancer because you are chemotherapy deficient. You do not have high blood pressure because you are Diovan deficient. 95% of the synthetic drugs are dependency making palliatives not cures. Once you get such medication you become dependent, in other words addicted. And worse the side effects make you need other drugs to deal with the adverse effects.

To fuel our cars and factories we could grow oil and burnable fuel or dig and drill for them. If we grow them the plants make oxygen by in taking carbon dioxide. If we dig and drill we get no oxygen and the carbon dioxide builds up. The plant oils are cleaner and we would get less asthma and disease but the Big Oil companies have a lock on drilling and digging and they do not want to shift to farming oil and burnable fuel. The Ultra-Rich control the media and they will let someone tell the story of Carbon dioxide and how each of us should turn off a light bulb and walk to work. But the big story of plants and oxygen and how the Ultra-Rich might make sacrifices is not to be told.

The Ultra-Rich have a Big War Machine that depends on hatred, bigotry, anger, confusion, xenophobia, and the foolish testosterone of young men. The Ultra-Rich excite the young stupid testosterone heavy men to anger and sell them weapons making sure to sell them to the other side of course. The recent wars based on lies of the Mideast made trillions. The news service will tell us that Americans spent
You see now in comes the Big Media owned by the Ultra-Rich. Long ago the news service showed us protest and told stories of how big business bent issues. But now these stories get pushed away. There are no war protest movies, no protest songs, no true expose’ of these issues. The media live in fear

The lawyers of old were champions of the law. Now they are timid fearful nervous little rabbits trembling in fear at the Ultra-Rich. Depowered impotent and frightened the lawyers all now know power and money is more important than law. No one will fight for the little people.
The Ultra-Rich control the system.

The Ultra-Rich have made new legislation to protect Big Tobacco, new codex legislation to take natural supplements off of the shelves, new big oil protection, new war machine laws, new nutritional guidelines to include and expand Big Sugar in the schools. New laws are in the works to make doctors prescribe more synthetic drugs, and laws to make you take them.

What can you do? Use some karma and get the course on natural medicine. Stop being the addicted slave of the Ultra-Rich.

If you smoke, stop. If you need help read my book it will help you. Smoking blocks oxygen. All of life’s processes depend on oxygen. Smoking weakens all of life’s processes, including intellect. You will be smarter without smoking.
If you use white processed sugar products, stop. Switch to natural low glycemic index ones and use fruit for sweetness. Natural fructose feeds youth and mental vitality.
If you boil foods in oil, stop. If you eat foods boiled in oil. Stop. Use cold extracted oils not exposed to heat. You wouldn’t buy boiled oil, why eat it. Natural oils from plants will fortify and build your mind.
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If your doctor only prescribes synthetic drugs try to find some doctor with more appreciation of lifestyle and the natural world. Natural vitamins and good foods will strengthen the mind.
Learn Critical thinking. Face your false beliefs. Challenge your beliefs and explore. Should your little head decide your sexual identity or you big head? Learn to use your big head more. Learn that the media might not be telling you the story, they might not be telling you the truth. Learn to think.
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The World News Media Had to pick a Name for the Idiots who were Killing Innocent People in the name of a Cause

People who Shared their Cause called them Heros, but that was not True or Valid

Actually these Dim-Wits Hide their faces in Cowardice and they Disgrace everything they believe in. They Disgrace their Families, their Country, They Disgrace their Religion.

To Sell Papers, To Make Profit, the Media Stupidly Decided to call them 'Terrorists'

If the Media Press would have Called them 'Disgraceful Cowards' it would have ended the killing. Who would want to be called a 'Disgaceful Coward'??

The Greed of the Press has killed People
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Cowards Hide Behind A Mask

And they Look Really Stupid
Expand your consciousness.

First widen your circle of compassion to include all things in the universe.
Second become humble to the scope of nature. We are made of atoms that never touch each other with electrons in the outer levels. The atoms never touch each other. The atoms in your left hand cannot touch the atoms in your right hand no matter how hard you slap them together. We are made of electrical fields that appear solid to us, but they are just electrical fields. So even our most basic beliefs are wrong and we need to be able to humbly challenge our beliefs and recognize that our next belief will most likely be wrong also. This gives us a humility and tolerance of others and breaks down arrogance, anger and hatred.
If we take the number of all of the grains of sand on the earth and the number of all of the stars in the visible sky, and then we multiply the two numbers. Imagine the number of grains of sand **TIMES** the number of visible stars in the sky. And there are more electrons in one human body. The vastness and the complexity is awesome and should make us humble. It should make us realize we do not know enough to make synthetic compounds compatible with the body.

All that we perceive is thru our own mind. We do not make the reality around us. We do make the interpretation of the reality around us. Find teachers in all you meet, all you read, all you do. Everyone around you teaches you on how to be or how to not be. But the guru is not outside you but in you. You must teach yourself to grow with tolerance, humility, compassion, courage, enthusiasm, freedom, independence, sharing, caring, awareness, love, understanding, non-judgmental, learning, growing, accepting, changing, and above all a way to see all of the sides of an argument.
Experiments were conducted to reveal that, when a person watches high resolution television, brain activity switches from the left to the right hemisphere. The higher the resolution, the more the illusion of life and the appearance of reality. This switches you from watcher to participant. The higher the resolution, the more you become blinded and blindly accept what you see.

"Experiments were conducted to reveal that, when a person watches high resolution television, brain activity switches from the left to the right hemisphere. The higher the resolution, the more the illusion of life and the appearance of reality. This switches you from watcher to participant. The higher the resolution, the more you become blinded and blindly accept what you see.

We must accept diversity and let people choose their sexual identity with the Big Head Not the Little (DICK) Head in order to save our planet."
The left hemisphere is the seat of logical thought. Here, information is broken down into its component parts and critically analyzed. The right brain, however, treats incoming data uncritically, processing information in wholes, leading to emotional, rather than logical, responses.

The shift from left to right brain activity also causes the release of endorphins, the body's own natural opiates—thus, it is possible to become physically addicted to watching high resolution television, a hypothesis borne out by numerous studies which have shown that very few people are able to kick the hi res television habit.

Low resolution items allow more critical thinking. The person can see there is not reality and then judge the messages critically. High resolution blocks the critical thinking areas.

"Dehynnosis - Breaking the Trance"

“Low resolution items allow more critical thinking.”

Expanded consciousness is flexible consciousness. It is consciousness that can quite literally stretch and move effortlessly and easily. Flexibility of the mind is about choices. A person who trains their muscles to stretch will be able to move efficiently in ways and perform actions with a greater range of movement than when the muscles were untrained. Similarly in learning to stretch our minds we will be able to do things that we were unable to do when we keep it in a rigid state. This is not to say that rigid states are not of value, it is simply to say that with flexibility we have the option to be rigid, gentle, mentally resilient, creative, intuitive, responsive, sensitive, genuine, playful, loving, caring and free. Furthermore, just like the muscle that is flexible will be less prone to injury, the mind that is used to stretching and expanding will also gain this benefit. Granted the injury of the mind arises from the perception that it is wounded. What is actually happening is that it is losing it’s familiar form. It believes that the new forms are negative and so it perceives injury. In any case, a flexible mind gains the ability to realize that it cannot truly be wounded and the freedom from this most basic fear also allows it to experience more than it could ever imagine.

Expanded consciousness is a consciousness that allows it to perceive more. It is exploring and stretching the fringes of itself. It is exploring, moving and delving into the heart of itself.

In this society many of us have permitted ourselves to become carbon copies. We have a perception about what an “in control,” “successful”, “happy” or “spiritual” person should be and we try to fit ourselves into
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denying the reality (or illusion) as it actually is. To get anywhere we need to start where we are.

Who we are and the image of who we are are two very different things.

So what constitutes a flexible mind? Look at what we have told ourselves we should and should not be. How many of us never let ourselves cry because we believe that it is weak? How many of us repress anger because we have been told it is wrong? How many of us keep a “brave” or “good” face simply to preserve an image or perception? These are simple everyday examples of where we control our consciousness and command it to not step out of line. Not only do these repressed emotions cause physical problems in the body, they affirm that we need to fear these aspects of ourselves. We must face this fear in order to transcend it. We must transcend it in order to experience freedom.

Let yourself feel your emotions. Acknowledge what they are. Do not get trapped in the game of pride saying you should feel this and not that. Simply feel.

Expanding our usual routine to encompass more feeling frees up a lot of energy. At the same time it stretches our perception of ourselves. The more we expand the more energy that we get.

Work with this exercise:

Observe your body. Feel your posture, notice your breathing, watch your thoughts and emotions.

Observe.

Seek neither peace, order or chaos. Simple observe what is with a neutral, objective mind.

Begin to feel, see and imagine yourself expanding out.

Feel as if you have an energetic skin that is expanding out and becoming giant.

See yourself as big as your town, then your city, then your state, then your country.

See yourself holding the planet in the palm of your hand.

Keep expanding. How expansive can you become?

Remember that the secret of visualization is to simply do it. If it seems unclear or if you seem to have doubts, just let them be. We are pushing our minds to stretch and expand. If it feels elusive at first then you’re doing it right. If you have doubts, then you’re doing it right. The main thing is to maintain a connection to the visualization no matter how small it may seem at first. Know that your mind exists at this frequency of expansion right now. You are simply tuning into it.

We are not seeking to diminish who we are – we are simply experiencing that there is more.
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From the vantage point of holding the planet in your hand take a look at all the things that you have perceived to be your problems. How do they feel now? Take a look at how different situations and experiences both internal and external are affecting your energy. From this expanded perspective, observe and ask yourself how you could best get from where you are now to where you want to go. Know that this expanded consciousness can give you the answer as easily as you can know that turning a door handle will open the door.

All that we perceive is thru our own mind. We do not make the reality around us. We do make the interpretation of the reality around us. Find teachers in all you meet, all you read, all you do. Everyone around you teaches you on how to be or how to not be. But the guru is not outside you but in you. You must teach yourself to grow with tolerance, humility, compassion, courage, enthusiasm, freedom, independence, sharing, caring, awareness, love, understanding, non-judgmental, learning, growing, accepting, changing, and above all a way to see all of the sides of an argument.

To learn super learning you must first realize that you do not create the world around you

You do create your interpretation of the world around you

All you interpret is a reflection of how you are inside

So stop Whining and finding splinters in the eye of the IMUNE course

Stop whining about the resolution, the sound, the dress of the author

Find a way to succeed

Not an excuse to Fail
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**Machiavelli was right**

“Of mankind we may say in general they are fickle, hypocritical, and greedy of gain.”

“A man can forget his father’s face much sooner that he forgets his father’s property”

“It is necessary for him who lays out a state and arranges laws for it to presuppose that all men are evil and that they are always going to act according to the wickedness of their spirits whenever they have free scope.”

“When neither their property nor their honor is touched, the majority of men live content.”

“Princes (The Ultra-Rich) and governments are far more dangerous than other elements within society.”

The instinct for territory and property is stronger than the instinct of right and wrong. The urge to protect one’s income and thus one’s family is as strong as the instinct for survival. Are these bad, evil, deranged people we are talking about or are they just trying to protect their family by selling or participating in the death and disease of others.
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We Dump foods and products to increase profit when there are starving and naked people.

So these simple people perpetuate these killers, Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, Big Pharma, Big Oil and Big War machine. Added to this is the fear of desperation. The rich have stopped our society from providing a simple good life to the poor. The rich do not want to share with the poor. So the average worker is afraid of total loss and he works harder to defend his false beliefs. He is bound and enslaved, a servant to the Ultra-Rich.
Because of the desperation of the Poor and since our American society does not take care of them they have been disgusting and forgotten. They have nothing and must live in scum and dirt. The rich then see them as scum and dirt. So it becomes easy to forget that our brothers and sisters are human.
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“Necessitous men are not free men.”
We need a new Bill Of Rights to include The right to a good equal education.

Who Wants to be Ultra-Rich at the Expense of the Poor?
Who is Shallow + Apathetic to Growing amounts of Poor?

GREED
WOULD NOT STOP TO ASK WHAT OUR GOAL IS
GREED ALREADY KNOWS WHAT IT WANTS
MORE, LOTS MORE!
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So we have people working for big corporations that put profit over people and search for return on investment over all else. The instinct for territory, property and greed is stronger than the instinct of right and wrong. Then since the Ultra-Rich do not care or want to share with the poor the poor get more and more repulsive and further the distaste of the rich. The workers then have more fear of job loss and they have further motivation to defend their false belief and protect the profit over people. Sad but it is a true reflection of our society.

So we cannot let the industry that hurts people decide their fate. This is a “Conflict of Interest”. Conflict of Interest is the short abbreviation for this discourse. When industries like Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Tobacco get so big they make enough money to buy influence. It is a conflict of interest for a Senator from a tobacco growing state to vote on Tobacco issues but this is the way it goes. Lobbying from the Ultra-Rich then really controls the legislation.

So with Psychopathic corporations controlling legislations and the people who are either employees of these corporations and are addicted to their merchandise, what can we do?

First we need to discuss what we are as humans a collection of energy.
What we are is a large energy field.

As that we cannot directly perceive anything, we filter all thru our own mind and the simple mind then is afraid of what is different. It is basic to life.
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All of Our Perceptions and all of our Sexual encounters take place entirely in the Brain
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We must develop judgment skills of what to eat, drink, where to go, not go etc. Making judgments is a big part of life. We must be able to judge the people and the events around us. There is a natural instinct to be suspicious of people different around us.

Seven to ten percent of the human population is born left handed. The choice of handedness takes place in the brain, not the hand. All People have both hands, but tend to choose one more frequently. This is called the preference or dominance of hand choice. The choice of handedness takes place in the brain not the hand.

A long time ago people killed left handed people. Not now, for we now know that these people are just different, and even though the bible has many references against the left handed, it is possibly colloquial. We have learned not to fear someone who is different at least not different in handedness.

Seven to ten percent of the human population is born with cross gender feelings or cross sexual preference. The choice of sexual preference takes place in the brain (the big head), not the penis (the little head). All People have both sexual feelings, but tend to choose one more frequently. This is called the preference or dominance of gender choice. There are differences of the female brain and the male
brain. Some men are born with a more female brain. Some females are born with a more male brain. It just happens. It is a scientific fact.

Our society today more than ever needs to think with the big head. If you look at marketing and the media we see too much emphasis on the little head. And we all know that the consequences of thinking with the little head seldom turn out well. In the animal world the phenotype differences of hand preference and sexual preference happen in a much smaller percentage, as to be negligible.

Spain is the first country in the world today to allow the true choice of sexuality to be made by the big head. If a man over 21 decides he is a women with his big head, if he can live as a women for over 2 years, he can become a women. She can change her passport from male to female. She can change her driver’s license and all documents and live as a women. There is no need for surgery. The decision is for the big head. The little head can stay. Nobody sees it anyway.

This applies for a woman who feels as a man as well. The choice of sexuality is a big head decision and possession of a little head is of no import. As the bible says “as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he”. Ancient Greece and Rome and many cultures allowed the choice of gender to be made from the big head. This recognizes a simple truth of biology, some people are born with both sexes. Hermaphrodites and other variances happen.

It is a fact that 7 to 10 percent of the people are born with cross gender brains. But only two percent of the population expresses this.

In places such as Russia, Iran, Turkey, and other repressed societies, the percent of those expressing their emotionality is even much less. This is because of the social stigma of non-acceptance. Those born with a more emotional and female brain must hold back, repress and suppress their true nature and push their feeling down. They fear humiliation.

Thousands of years ago there was limited law and civilization. Men had to be strong of arms. They must protect the women. Women were seen as weak. You cry like a little girl we would say to a young sensitive boy to try to humiliate him into more manly being. All people fear humiliation.

The implication was that being a women or even woman like was wrong or offensive. A man must not show his feelings. It is weak. It is like a women, immoral in some stupid way. Civilization and law have progressed to protect people. The world has changed.

With about half of the population of six billion people being men. Of the Three billion men there are then over 150 million men who are suppressing their sexual variance. Probably equal numbers of females, but females tend to be less violently expressive.
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These frustrated, suppressed, and repressed latent homosexuals will be most angry, when they see a homosexual they will be incensed. They will be afraid, meaning they will be Phobic, Homophobic. This makes for overreaction. In some this produces drastic over reaction, Even violence.

The only thing that makes you over react to something is a hidden fault in yourself. The greater the reaction the greater the hidden fear of unleashing your own feelings. Most people are not over annoyed by homosexuals. Most people feel that what consenting adults do is their business. But the emotionally suppressed latent homosexual is driven to anger. Shakespeare said “The lady doth protest to much”. Meaning that an overreaction is the best tip off of a hidden or covered up truth. When people have an irrational fear such as homophobia, the illogical fear drives extra anger. They become secretly and often unconsciously angry at themselves. Just recently we have reduced intolerance.

Our human history still allows slavery, the death penalty for homosexuals, women rights ignored and a series of other discrimination issues. Our recent history shows some movement towards tolerance. But there is still a long way to go.
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Today 2011 — 46% Of Mississippi Republicans Want Interracial Marriage Banned

"It is our choices that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities."
- Joanne Kathleen Rowling
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Transgender Law

UK Gender Recognition Act 2004

The Gender Recognition Act 2004 is an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom that allows transsexual people to change their legal gender. It came into effect on 4 April 2005.

Operation of the law (It makes no requirement for sex reassignment surgery to have taken place.)

The choice of Sexual Identity is now with The Big Head Not the Little Head

Legal aspects of Trans-Sexual in the
United States of America

Passports

The State Department determines what identifying biographical information is placed on passports. On 2010-06-10 the policy on gender changes was amended to allow permanent gender marker changes to be made with the statement of a physician that "the applicant has had appropriate clinical treatment for gender transition to the new gender". The previous policy required a statement from a surgeon that gender reassignment surgery was completed.

The choice of Sexual Identity is now with The Big Head Not the Little Head
The people of the world now know that over reactivity of homophobia is a sign of hidden latent homosexual feelings. After this statement becomes common knowledge people and your friends will be better able to see through your charade. This wisdom will allow people to detect latent homosexuals. Information that might extend to helping them resolve their anger.

Male chauvinistic stupidity and pigheadedness makes homophobic hardheadedness intractable.

Homophobia is an irrational fear. What are you afraid of?

To address this I have made two movies “What are you afraid of I and II” to tell the story in detail. The main TV of Hungary TV1 came and interviewed me about the issue of Homophobia. They are given monies from the EC just for such TV programing the show was called “The Provocateur”. The host loved my interview but someone in the TV office lost the tapes. The host came back six months later and re filmed the interview but the TV station once again lost the tapes. You see there are repressed latent homosexuals in the front office of all media companies and they do not want to be exposed. They do not want anyone to know that the person who laughs loudest at homosexual jokes or is out raged at homosexuals is possibly covering up or hiding a deep repressed feeling or secret.

The list of examples is too long for me to now tell all. But leave it to say I find difficulty in expressing this information on the cause of homophobia. If the news was out that the sign of a latent homosexual is over reaction to homosexuals, then homophobia would be over.

I was the queen of the Sydney, Australia Gay parade in 2007. I am a leading gay person performer in the Hungarian press often. I run the largest gay night club in Hungary. I was the hostess of
Mr. Gay Hungary and Mr. Gay Europe in 2007, 2008. During the Mr. Gay Europe competition there was excessive threats of violence. "Only a Latent Homosexual would throw something" this sign says.
There was blood in the streets against gays. The leading homophobic wrote an e-mail to over five thousand to come and throw eggs at Desire’ Dubounet. I was singing just 13 meters from a public bridge. I put up a large sign saying that only a latent homosexual would throw an egg. There were witnesses seeing people read the sign and drop their eggs and tomatoes. No one threw anything. The
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sign worked, just as the message would work if the media would tell it. Not one non-gay press covered the sign story. There seems to be some cover up.

I am simply asking for some help in telling this story to the media. If the gay community would just provide some informal modest support for the story and My movies we could decrease homophobia. These times deserve clarity and Intellect to neutralize the wild ranting of a few repressed violent homophobics.

It is time for us to elevate the mind of our people and to think with the big head not the little head. The choice of sexuality and sexual preference is a big head decision for consenting adults. Over reaction to gays is a sign of a latent homosexual.

Cross gender preference and the choice of sexuality lies in the big head not the little head

Sexual orientation is determined very early in life and is difficult to alter. That the evidence comes from such disparate directions leads scientists to suspect several different biological pathways may lead to homosexuality. Both genes and hormones appear to be important. Nor do researchers discount the possibility that social factors may play a role. "It's pretty definitive that biological factors play a role in determining a person's sexual orientation. Scientists conservatively estimate homosexuality is about 40
percent due to genes" Today about 3 percent of American men and 1.5 percent of women describe themselves as gay or bisexual, according to the National Institutes of Health. Those percentages are three to five times higher among people who have a gay brother or sister.

Though they don't talk about it much, Sheep ranchers have long known that about 7 to 10 percent of rams never father offspring because they only have eyes for other males. Australian sheepherders call them "shy breeders," The cross preference 7-10% happens many places in the natural world.
Some people (hetero or homo) produce excess testosterone. Some gay men are found to make twice as much testosterone as normal hetero men. They have large sex drives. Testosterone is the stupid hormone and makes people testy and impatient often with severe impulse control problems. Such a testosterone producer who suppresses their sexual urge will become the best soldier. The armies everywhere use sexual homophobia fear to drive the men. “Line Up Girls” the order is barked out.

Consistent suppression of one’s nature can drive one to psychopathology.

1 in 20 is a psychopath, 1 in 20 is a hero, and the rest are just followers. They do not possess the skills to decide things, farm boy joke.

A farmer wanted to hire some farmhand to help him. A big young strong boy answered the add. The farmer said well I’ll tire him out quick and gave him a job plowing a 2 acre site with just a plow and no horse or mule. The boy was done in 3 hours and said what is next. The farmer chuckled and said throw these 50 heavy bales of hay into the top of the barn. The farmer thought well now he is done for it. The boy was done in an hour. And no sweat or stress.

The farmer was amazed and said well this is the farmhand I have always needed and I’ll take it easy on him for the rest of the day. He said to the boy just sit here in the shade and drink some lemonade and sort this bushel of apples into two piles good apples and bad.

After less than 30 minutes the boy sweating and stressed came to the farmer and said “I quit, It is too much stress, These Decisions are killing me”
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For some people are not for decisions. Some just want to go along and get along and follow. Everyone is different and in this world of bio-diversity we need to allow others to be themselves. Help others. But we need to not elect or allow Psychopaths to run our country.
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**Freedom of Choice is the Prime Directive.**

[Image of Captain America with the text: The fight for freedom of choice in medicine goes on.]

[Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreceive/]
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Pessimist or Optimist
Are Her Cups Half Empty or Half Full
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"Because I am Outraged
I have become Outragous"

Your editor and author
Desire' Dubounet